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a child suffering from suppressed curiosity not only do I
have the use of the generalization that such children must
be given freedom to ask and investigate to the very verge
of human endurance, but I also use my own experience
and that of kindly friends in the interpretation of what the
generalization implies,
The reader will easily think out both the process of
induction and deduction, and will see how they react on
each other if he will consider how he solves the problems
that have interest for him. He should, however, realize
that there are as many, if not more, ways of coming to an
incorrect as a correct conclusion and therefore try to safe-
guard himself against the most obvious pitfalls: allowing
emotional or preconceived ideas to bias him both in the
collection of data in induction and in the application of
generalizations in deduction; misinterpreting data, e.g.
declaring the child is self-assertive when he is only curious
or frightened; generalizing from too few instances, the
daily snare into which we all fall.
children's methods of reasoning
The work of two investigators is of great value to teachers
in the solution of this problem : Piaget has given a detailed
account of his investigations and conclusions in Ms book
on Judgment and Reasoning in the ChUd and Susan Isaacs
in The Intellectual Growth of Young Children.
piaget maintains that reasoning is a function of social
life, for it is only as members of a community that we are
called upon to make explicit to others how we have readied
a conclusion, what we axe doing, what mtist be tbe next
step in the process, &c.
He thinks therefore that before the age of eight, reasoning
on logical lines is uncommon in cMkkee, mainly because
till that age they are what Piaget cafe * ego-ceatrk *, Lew
they take for granted that the worid is as tliey siee it and

